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Using evidence gathered in Europe and the United States, Evan Bukey crafts a
nuanced portrait of popular opinion in Austria, Hitler's homeland, after the country was
annexed by Germany in 1938. He demonstrates that despite widespread dissent,
discontent,
States that the murder of the Jews was part of Hitler's design from the outset of his
career, quoting from "Mein Kampf" and the Nazi press (especially "Der Stürmer") to
show how propaganda was used to achieve this aim, particularly by Goebbels. Relates
also to Nazi use of "The Protocols of the Elders of Zion". Includes appendixes: The
Institute for Historical Review: "Revisionists" Who Whitewash Nazism (90-96); The
"Protocols of Zion" since 1945 (97-107); "Mein Kampf", 1945-1982 (108-121).
Adolf Hitler is the most notorious political figure of the twentieth century. The story of his
life, how he became a dictator, and how he managed to convince so many to follow his
cause is a subject of perennial fascination. Balancing narrative and analysis, this
biography employs a chronological approach to describe the main features of Hitler's
career. Set against the background of developments in Germany and Europe during his
lifetime, the text tells the extraordinary story of how an Austrian layabout rose to
become Führer of the Third Reich. The chapters incorporate into their narrative the
major debates surrounding Hitler's ideas, behaviour and historical significance.
Particular attention is paid to his experience as a soldier in 1914 -18 and to the reasons
why his original left-wing sympathies transmuted into Nazism. Arguments over the real
character of Hitler's dictatorship are analysed and a measured assessment is offered
on the disputed issues of how far Hitler initiated the Third Reich's domestic and foreign
policies himself and to what extent he was controlled by events. His destructive
leadership of wartime Germany is now a subject of close scrutiny among historians and
the book's final chapters deal with this theme and offer a set of reflections on Hitler's
relationship with the German people and his legacy to the German nation. Michael
Lynch provides a balanced guide to this most difficult of figures that will be enlightening
for students and general readers alike
"Brilliant.” —Washington Post "The clearest and most gripping account I've read of
German life before and during the rise of the Nazis." —A. S Byatt, Times Literary
Supplement “The generalist reader, it should be emphasized, is well served. . . . The
book reads briskly, covers all important areas—social and cultural—and succeeds in its
aim of giving “voice to the people who lived through the years with which it deals.”
—Denver Post There is no story in twentieth-century history more important to
understand than Hitler’s rise to power and the collapse of civilization in Nazi Germany.
With The Coming of the Third Reich, Richard Evans, one of the world’s most
distinguished historians, has written the definitive account for our time. A masterful
synthesis of a vast body of scholarly work integrated with important new research and
interpretations, Evans’s history restores drama and contingency to the rise to power of
Hitler and the Nazis, even as it shows how ready Germany was by the early 1930s for
such a takeover to occur. The Coming of the Third Reich is a masterwork of the
historian’s art and the book by which all others on the subject will be judged.
Regarded as the second most important book to come out of Nazi Germany, Alfred
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Rosenberg's Der Mythus des zwanzigsten Jahrhunderts is a philosophical and political
map which outlines the ideological background to the Nazi Party and maps out how that
party viewed society, other races, social ordering, religion, art, aesthetics and the
structure of the state. The "Mythus" to which Rosenberg (who was also editor of the
Nazi Party newspaper) refers was the concept of blood, which, according to the
preface, "unchains the racial world-revolution." Rosenberg's no-hold barred depiction of
the history of Christianity earned it the accusation that it was anti-Christian, and that
unjustified controversy overshadowed the most interesting sections of the book which
deal with the world racial situation and the demand for racially homogenous states as
the only method to preserve individual world cultures. Rosenberg was hanged at
Nuremberg on charges of "waging wars of aggression" even though he had never
served in the military, and it is likely that he was hanged purely because of this book.
Contents Preface Book One: The Conflict of Values Chapter I. Race and Race Soul
Chapter II. Love and Honour Chapter III. Mysticism and Action Book Two: Nature of
Germanic Art Chapter I. Racial Aesthetics Chapter II. Will And Instinct Chapter III.
Personality And Style Chapter IV. The Aesthetic Will Book Three: The Coming Reich
Chapter I. Myth And Type Chapter II. The State And The Sexes Chapter III. Folk And
State Chapter IV. Nordic German Law Chapter V. Church And School Chapter VI. A
New System Of State Chapter VII. The Essential Unit
The Nazi Germany Sourcebook is an exciting new collection of documents on the
origins, rise, course and consequences of National Socialism, the Third Reich, the
Second World War, and the Holocaust. Packed full of both official and private papers
from the perspectives of perpetrators and victims, these sources offer a revealing
insight into why Nazism came into being, its extraordinary popularity in the 1930s, how
it affected the lives of people, and what it means to us today. This carefully edited
series of 148 documents, drawn from 1850 to 2000, covers the pre-history and
aftermath of Nazism: * the ideological roots of Nazism, and the First World War * the
Weimar Republic * the consolidation of Nazi power * Hitler's motives, aims and
preparation for war * the Second World War * the Holocaust * the Cold War and recent
historical debates. The Nazi Germany Sourcebook focuses on key areas of study,
helping students to understand and critically evaluate this extraordinary historical
episode:
Covers the period from the spawning of the movement in Munich after World War I to
Hitler's assumption of the Chancellorship. The 136 documents are drawn from a wide
range of sources - official and party documents, memoirs, letters, diaries and
newspapers
What led so many German Protestant theologians to welcome the Nazi regime and its
policies of racism and anti-Semitism? In this provocative book, Robert P. Ericksen
examines the work and attitudes of three distinguished, scholarly, and influential
theologians who greeted the rise of Hitler with enthusiasm and support. In so doing, he
shows how National Socialism could appeal to well-meaning and intelligent people in
Germany and why the German university and church were so silent about the excesses
and evil that confronted them. "This book is stimulating and thought-provoking....The
issues it raises range well beyond the confines of the case-studies of the three
theologians examined and have relevance outside the particular context of Hitler's
Germany....That the book compels the reader to rethink some important questions
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about the susceptibility of intelligent human beings to as distasteful a phenomenon as
fascism is an important achievement."--Ian Kershaw, History Today "Ericksen's
study...throws light on the kinds of perversion to which Christian beliefs and attitudes
are easily susceptible, and is therefore timely and useful." --Gordon D. Kaufman, Los
Angeles Times "An understanding and carefully documented study."--Ernst C.
Helmreich, American Historical Review "This dark book poses a number of social,
economic and cultural questions that one has to answer before condemning Kittel,
Althaus and Hirsch."--William Griffin, Publishers Weekly "A highly competent, well
written book."--Tim Bradshaw, Churchman
Combining narrative commentary with over 270 contemporary documents, this title provides an
entree to debate over humanity's most momentous and tragic experiment. It is suitable for
students at all levels.
This volume in the series covers the domestic aspects of the regime between 1933 and 1939:
the political system, the economy and society, propaganda and indoctrination, policies towards
youth and women, the SS system of terror, anti-Semitism and popular attitudes towards the
regime -- consent, dissent, and resistance. The documents are drawn from a wide range of
sources both published and unpublished -- official and party documents, memoirs, letters,
diaries, and newspapers -- and are linked with a commentary. The combination of documents
and commentary represents at the same time a textbook, an original contribution, and an
invaluable source book for students and historians.
In one of the darker aspects of Nazi Germany, churches and universities - generally respected
institutions - grew to accept and support Nazi ideology. Complicity in the Holocaust describes
how the state's intellectual and spiritual leaders enthusiastically partnered with Hitler's regime,
becoming active participants in the persecution of Jews, effectively giving Germans permission
to participate in the Nazi regime. Ericksen also examines Germany's deeply flawed yet
successful postwar policy of denazification in these institutions.
Ch. 23 (p. 521-567), "Antisemitism 1933-39", comprises historical narrative interspersed with
extracts from documents, and deals with the 1933 terror, boycott, and discriminatory
legislation; the 1935 Nuremberg Laws; antisemitic propaganda and the popular response;
Jewish policy in 1936-37; the radicalization of antisemitism in 1937-38; "Kristallnacht" and its
repercussions; and SS policy in 1938-39.
No documentation of National Socialism can be undertaken without the explicit recognition that
the "German Renaissance" promised by the Nazis culminated in unprecedented horror—World
War II and the genocide of European Jewry. With The Third Reich Sourcebook, editors Anson
Rabinbach and Sander L. Gilman present a comprehensive collection of newly translated
documents drawn from wide-ranging primary sources, documenting both the official and
unofficial cultures of National Socialist Germany from its inception to its defeat and collapse in
1945. Framed with introductions and annotations by the editors, the documents presented here
include official government and party pronouncements, texts produced within Nazi structures,
such as the official Jewish Cultural League, as well as documents detailing the impact of the
horrors of National Socialism on those who fell prey to the regime, especially Jews and the
handicapped. With thirty chapters on ideology, politics, law, society, cultural policy, the fine
arts, high and popular culture, science and medicine, sexuality, education, and other topics,
The Third Reich Sourcebook is the ultimate collection of primary sources on Nazi Germany.
Travelers in the Third Reich is an extraordinary history of the rise of the Nazis based on
fascinating first-hand accounts, drawing together a multitude of voices and stories, including
politicians, musicians, diplomats, schoolchildren, communists, scholars, athletes, poets,
fascists, artists, tourists, and even celebrities like Charles Lindbergh and Samuel Beckett.
Their experiences create a remarkable three-dimensional picture of Germany under Hitler—one
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so palpable that the reader will feel, hear, even breathe the atmosphere.These are the
accidental eyewitnesses to history. Disturbing, absurd, moving, and ranging from the deeply
trivial to the deeply tragic, their tales give a fresh insight into the complexities of the Third
Reich, its paradoxes, and its ultimate destruction.
Who filled the ranks of the most infamous political party in history? This book is an in-depth
study of the various groups that made up the membership and the leadership of the Nazi party
in Germany from its beginnings to its destruction. First published in 1983 it was the first fullscale description of who the Nazis were, their history, and their categories of age, social class,
occupation, sex, and locality. Using data from the party's membership cards alongside local
and regional party member lists, Kater has developed an image of the people behind the
infamous name. Kater also examines the leadership cadres and depicts the mentality that
characterized their actions, linking it ultimately with the outcome of the Third Reich. Kater
reveals a good deal about the general structure of German society in the first half of the
twentieth century and the relationship that society bears to the phenomenon of Nazism. Its
sophisticated methodology, a model of its kind, will interest those who champion the integration
of quantification and literary archival scholarship. Praise for Michael H Kater "This thoughtful
work, which combines statistical with traditional methodology on a subject of the greatest
importance and difficulty, is likely to be the standard book on the composition and leadership of
the Nazi party for years to come. It is filled with new information and new insights." - Gerhard L
Weinberg, University of North Carolina "This is the first really complete and accurate picture of
the composition of the Nazi movement ... In scope, method, and basis, Kater's work is unique.
It will be the definitive study, superseding all others, and a major contribution to scholarship." William Sheridan Allen, State University of New York Michael H Kater (b.1937) is Professor of
History, York University, Toronto. He is one of the world's most respected researchers of the
Nazis. Born in Germany, Kater was raised in Canada. He studied at universities in both
countries.
Victor Klemperer was Professor of French Literature at Dresden University. As a Jew, he was
removed from his post in 1935, only surviving thanks to his marriage to an Aryan. Presenting a
study of language and its engagement with history, this book draws form Klemperer's
conviction that the language of the Third Reich helped to create its culture.

From the pre-First World War intellectual origins of Fascism to its demise in 1945, this
book surveys this elusive and controversial phenomenon which is still the object of
interest and debate over fifty years after its defeat. It introduces the recent scholarship
and continuing debates on the nature of fascism as well as the often contentious
contributions by foreign historians and political scientists.
Working towards the Führer is a remarkable collection of essays by some of the most
prominent historians writing on the history of the Third Reich, covering the legacy of the
World Wars in Germany, the female Nazi voter, Nazi Propaganda, occupied territories,
resistance and public opinion in Germany.
The history of National Socialism as movement and regime remains one of the most
compelling and intensively studied aspects of twentieth-century history, and one whose
significance extends far beyond Germany or even Europe alone. This volume presents
an up-to-date and authoritative introduction to the history of Nazi Germany, with ten
chapters on the most important themes, each by an expert in the field. Following an
introduction which sets out the challenges this period of history has posed to historians
since 1945, contributors explain how Nazism emerged as ideology and political
movement; how Hitler and his party took power and remade the German state; and how
the Nazi 'national community' was organized around a radical and eventually lethal
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distinction between the 'included' and the 'excluded'. Further chapters discuss the
complex relationship between Nazism and Germany's religious faiths; the perverse
economic rationality of the regime; the path to war laid down by Hitler's foreign policy;
and the intricate and intimate intertwining of war and genocide, with a final chapter on
the aftermath of National Socialism in postwar German history and memory.
This text is based on current research findings and is written for students and general
readers who want a deeper understanding of this period in German history. It provides
a balanced approach in examining Hitler's role in the history of the Third Reich and
includes coverage of the economic, social, and political forces that made the rise and
growth of Nazism possible; the institutional, cultural, and social life of the Third Reich;
the Second World War; and the Holocaust.
The birth pangs of Nazism grew out of the death agony of the Kaiser's Germany.
Defeat in World War I and a narrow escape from Communist revolution brought not
peace but five chaotic years (1918-1923) of civil war, assassination, plots, putsches
and murderous mayhem to Germany. The savage world of the trenches came home
with the men who refused to admit defeat and 'who could not get the war out of their
system'. It was an atmosphere in which civilised values withered, and violent extremism
flourished. In this chronicle of the paramilitary Freikorps - the freebooting armies that
crushed the Red revolution, then themselves attempted to take over by armed force historian and biographer Nigel Jones draws on little-known archives in Germany and
Britain to paint a portrait of a state torn between revolution and counter revolution.
Astonishingly, this is the first in-depth study of the Freikorps to appear in English for 50
years. Yet the figures who flit through its shadowy world - men like Röhm, Goering and
Hitler himself - were to become frighteningly familiar just ten years after the turmoil that
gave Nazism its fatal chance.
Those Who Forget, published to international awards and acclaim, is journalist
Géraldine Schwarz’s riveting account of her German and French grandparents’ lives
during World War II, an in-depth history of Europe’s post-war reckoning with fascism,
and an urgent appeal to remember as a defense against today’s rise of far-right
nationalism. During World War II, Géraldine Schwarz’s German grandparents were
neither heroes nor villains; they were merely Mitlaüfer—those who followed the current.
Once the war ended, they wanted to bury the past under the wreckage of the Third
Reich. Decades later, while delving through filing cabinets in the basement of their
apartment building in Mannheim, Schwarz discovers that in 1938, her paternal
grandfather Karl took advantage of Nazi policies to buy a business from a Jewish family
for a low price. She finds letters from the only survivor of this family (all the others
perished in Auschwitz), demanding reparations. But Karl Schwarz refused to
acknowledge his responsibility. Géraldine starts to question the past: How guilty were
her grandparents? What makes us complicit? On her mother’s side, she investigates
the role of her French grandfather, a policeman in Vichy. Weaving together the threads
of three generations of her family story with Europe’s process of post-war reckoning,
Schwarz explores how millions were seduced by ideology, overcome by a fog of denial
after the war, and, in Germany at least, eventually managed to transform collective guilt
into democratic responsibility. She asks: How can nations learn from history? And she
observes that countries that avoid confronting the past are especially vulnerable to
extremism. Searing and unforgettable, Those Who Forget is a riveting memoir, an
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illuminating history, and an urgent call for remembering.
Nazism 1919-1945A Documentary Reader
A monumental work of history that captures the last days of the Third Reich as never
before. Swansong 1945 chronicles the end of Nazi Germany through more than 1,000
extracts from letters, diaries, and autobiographical accounts, written by civilians and
soldiers alike. Together, they present a panoramic view of four tumultuous days that
fateful spring: Hitler’s birthday on April 20, American and Soviet troops meeting at the
Elbe on April 25, Hitler’s suicide on April 30, and the German surrender on May 8. An
extraordinary account of suffering and survival, Swansong 1945 brings to vivid life the
end of World War II in Europe.
How did Germany's Christians respond to Nazism? In Twisted Cross, Doris Bergen
addresses one important element of this response by focusing on the 600,000 selfdescribed 'German Christians,' who sought to expunge all Jewish elements from the
Christian church. In a process that became more daring as Nazi plans for genocide
unfolded, this group of Protestant lay people and clergy rejected the Old Testament,
ousted people defined as non-Aryans from their congregations, denied the Jewish
ancestry of Jesus, and removed Hebrew words like 'Hallelujah' from hymns. Bergen
refutes the notion that the German Christians were a marginal group and demonstrates
that members occupied key positions within the Protestant church even after their
agenda was rejected by the Nazi leadership. Extending her analysis into the postwar
period, Bergen shows how the German Christians were relatively easily reincorporated
into mainstream church life after 1945. Throughout Twisted Cross, Bergen reveals the
important role played by women and by the ideology of spiritual motherhood amid the
German Christians' glorification of a 'manly' church.
“Riveting…An elegantly composed study, important and even timely” (Kirkus Reviews,
starred review) history of the Third Reich—how Adolf Hitler and a core group of Nazis
rose from obscurity to power and plunged the world into World War II. In “the new
definitive volume on the subject” (Houston Press), Thomas Childers shows how the
young Hitler became passionately political and anti-Semitic as he lived on the margins
of society. Fueled by outrage at the punitive terms imposed on Germany by the
Versailles Treaty, he found his voice and drew a loyal following. As his views
developed, Hitler attracted like-minded colleagues who formed the nucleus of the
nascent Nazi party. Between 1924 and 1929, Hitler and his party languished in
obscurity on the radical fringes of German politics, but the onset of the Great
Depression gave them the opportunity to move into the mainstream. Hitler blamed
Germany’s misery on the victorious allies, the Marxists, the Jews, and big
business—and the political parties that represented them. By 1932 the Nazis had
become the largest political party in Germany, and within six months they transformed a
dysfunctional democracy into a totalitarian state and began the inexorable march to
World War II and the Holocaust. It is these fraught times that Childers brings to life: the
Nazis’ unlikely rise and how they consolidated their power once they achieved it.
Based in part on German documents seldom used by previous historians, The Third
Reich is a “powerful…reminder of what happens when power goes unchecked” (San
Francisco Book Review). This is the most comprehensive and readable one-volume
history of Nazi Germany since the classic The Rise and Fall of the Third Reich.
Overview of Nazi cinema
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Although studies of fascism have constituted one of the most fertile areas of historical
inquiry in recent decades, more and more scholars have called for a new agenda with
more research beyond Italy and Germany, less preoccupation with definition and
classification, and more sustained focus on the relationships among different fascist
formations before 1945. Starting from a critical assessment of these imperatives, this
rigorous volume charts a historiographical path that transcends rigid distinctions while
still developing meaningful criteria of differentiation. Even as we take fascism seriously
as a political phenomenon, such an approach allows us to better understand its
distinctive contradictions and historical variations.
This second volume of The Churches and the Third Reich, the last which the author
lived to write, covers the year 1934. This year, which saw the birth of the Confessing
Church and the great Synods of Barmen and Dahlem, was the year of disillusionment,
in which all the hopes of 1933 were shattered one by one. The gripping narrative of the
first volume is continued as in addition to the rise of a legitimate church opposition we
see how the German Christians overreached themselves by seeking, without Hitler’s
approval and against the law, to set up a Reich Church fully coordinated with the state.
Meanwhile, the Roman Catholic Church was running into increasing difficulties as it
tried to cope with the problems left unresolved on the conclusion of the Concordat. Like
the first, this volume has many illustrations.
Volume 2 of this series of documents with commentary covers the domestic aspects of
the regime between 1933 and 1939: the political stystem, the economy and society,
propaganda and indoctrination, policies towards youth and women, the SS system of
terror, antisemitism and popular attitudes towards the regime - consent, dissent and
resistance. The documents in the four volumes of this series are drawn from a wide
range of sources - official and party documents, memoirs, letters, diaries and
newspapers - and are linked with a commentary. The combination of documents and
commentary represents at the same time a textbook, a contribution to scholarship and
a source book for students and historians.
Volume 1 of this series of documents with commentary covers the period from the
founding of the Nazi Party in 1919 to Hitler's assumption of the office of Fuhrer and
Reich Chancellor of 1 August 1934. The documents in the four volumes of this series
are drawn from a wide range of sources - official and party documents, memoirs,
letters, diaries and newspapers - and are linked with a commentary. The combination of
documents and commentary represents at the same time a textbook, a contribution to
scholarship and a source book for students and historians.
Focusing on the previously unexplored religious and spiritual beliefs of the Nazi elites,
the author exposes the underlying but ultimately distorted "Christianity" at the heart of
the Nazi critique of Germany. (History)

Bendersky (history, VA Commonwealth Univ.) supplies an incisive introduction to
the Nazi regime, employing both narrative and analytical approaches to account
for Hitler's rise to power, Nazi ideology, the polycratic nature of the regime,
territorial expansion, and the Final Solution. The second edition of his 1984 book
(CH, Oct'85) features expanded coverage of German women, a review of recent
Holocaust scholarship, new photographs and illustrations, and annotated
bibliographies entitled "Subjects Recommended for Research." Building upon his
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previous study, Carl Schmitt: Theorist for the Reich, Bendersky provides an
exceptionally thoughtful discussion of German constitutional and legal matters.
His synthesis offers an attractive alternative for classroom use to narratives by
Jackson Spielvogel, Donald Wall, and Alan Wilt. Recommended. Choice
Magazine A Burnham Publishers book
Bringing together leading scholars from a range of nations, Rethinking
Antifascism provides a fascinating exploration of one of the most vibrant subdisciplines within recent historiography. Through case studies that exemplify the
field’s breadth and sophistication, it examines antifascism in two distinct realms:
after surveying the movement’s remarkable diversity across nations and political
cultures up to 1945, the volume assesses its postwar political and ideological
salience, from its incorporation into Soviet state doctrine to its radical questioning
by historians and politicians. Avoiding both heroic narratives and reflexive
revisionism, these contributions offer nuanced perspectives on a movement that
helped to shape the postwar world.
Annotated major documents illustrating the rise, consolidation, and rule of
Nazism in Germany and the political, social, and economic complexities of life in
Germany, from the founding of the Nazi Party to the fall of the Third Reich
This is an authoritative history of the twelve years of the Third Reich from its
political takeover of January 30, 1939 to the German capitulation in May 1945.
In the years preceding publication of this book in 1986 much progress was made
in identifying the social sources of support for Hitler’s NSDAP and in determining
the tactics employed by the party to mobilise its constituency at grass roots level.
It has emerged that the Nazi’s roots were far more diverse than previously
assumed, extending beyond the lower middle class to encompass both the
affluent bourgeoisie and the working class. This book collects together original
studies which represent a distillation of some of the contemporaneous research.
This is a new edition of Volume Three of the four volume collection of documents
on Nazism 1919-1945, with substantial revisions to three chapters and the
inclusion of many new documents, an index and a revised bibliography. The
volume contains the most systematic documentation available in English of the
Nazi programmes of racial and eugenic extermination, including a case study of
the occupation of Poland.
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